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In Northern Manitoba at the outlet of Clark Lake, downstream of Split Lake, 

anchor ice has been observed to form resulting in a constriction of the Nelson 

River flow.  The reduction in flow causes the upstream water levels on Split Lake 

to rise as the water is stored. Periodically during the winter, this anchor ice may 

dislodge suddenly, causing the excess water to release towards the generating 

stations downstream. The anchor ice can detach from the bed due to the influence 

of meteorological parameters, hydraulic processes, or buoyancy uplift. The 

formation and release of this anchor ice is not well understood, presenting 

operational challenges along the Nelson River during the winter months. This 

results in a lost opportunity for optimizing power management at the downstream 

generating stations.  The objective of this study is to pair a field-monitoring 

program with the analysis of historical data to identify and understand the thermal 

and mechanical components of anchor ice evolution, staging, and timing at this 

location. The goal is to create a simple model that can predict the staging from 

anchor ice formation and the subsequent release of stored water to assist in the 

optimization of hydroelectric operations along the Nelson River. This paper 

focuses on presenting the field monitoring program developed for the 2016-2017 

season as well as current work with historical data. A specific focus is given to 

the identification of potential ice-related events that induced significant water 

level changes in the system during the historical study period. 



1. Introduction  

The formation and release of anchor ice, among other ice processes contribute to dynamic 

fluctuations in the river hydraulics. Anchor ice forms where there is turbulent, open water exposed 

to freezing air temperatures. It is common to see anchor ice initiated during overnight super cooling 

events when a negative heat balance from the water-to-air interface is more likely (Kalke et al., 

2015). When water temperatures reach supercooling, active frazil particles will form at the water 

surface. If there is enough turbulence, the frazil particles will entrain along the water column 

adhering to the riverbed forming anchor ice (Carstens, 1966). Frazil accumulation, paired with in-

situ growth, enhances the thickness of an anchor ice blanket as supercooling and adequate 

turbulence continues (Qu & Doering, 2007). Two main processes dominate the release mechanism: 

thermal heating, and/or mechanical uplift. A thermal release occurs when the bond between ice 

particles and the bed surface weakens due to a positive heat exchange from either solar radiation, 

warmer substrate water, or a moving zero-degree isotherm in the river (Girling & Groeneveld, 

1999; Kalke et al., 2015). Conversely, mechanical uplift occurs from buoyant forces of the ice 

blanket exceeding the cohesive forces between the bed particles or shear forces of the water 

dislodging the anchor ice (Tremblay et al., 2014; Kalke et al., 2015). The evolution of anchor ice 

can cause transient hydraulic effects due to changes of the channel cross-section, shift in bed 

roughness from frazil accumulation and evolution, or anchor ice flux during the release events 

(Jasek et al., 2015).  

In Northern Manitoba, Clark Lake is located west of the town Gillam, between the existing Kelsey 

and Kettle Generating Stations (GS) operated by Manitoba Hydro. The two generating stations are 

situated upstream and downstream of the study site respectively, as shown in Figure 1. At the 

outlet of Clark Lake, anchor ice develops causing a constriction of the Nelson River flow. The 

reduction in flow induces upstream water level staging at Split Lake and Clark Lake to store water 

temporarily. Periodically during the winter, the anchor ice fully or partially detaches and causes 

the stored water to release towards the generating stations downstream. The flux in water volume 

that propagates downstream due to anchor ice is termed as an anchor ice release wave (Jasek et al., 

2015). At this time, Manitoba Hydro does not have a strong understanding of the anchor ice 

formation and release events at the Clark Lake outlet and therefore cannot predict the occurrences 

accurately. The unexpected storage and release of water creates a challenge for system planners to 

operate the hydraulic system efficiently because forecasted flows may unexpectedly “disappear” 

as water is stored in Split Lake.  When the anchor ice releases, the stored water suddenly “appears” 

at downstream generating stations and may have to be used to generate electricity at a less than 

optimal time. Conversely, alternative sources of energy production must be dispatched to meet the 

forecasted load when expected flows do not arrive downstream. Consequently, Manitoba Hydro 

incurs a loss in generation revenue opportunity resulting from less efficient water management. 

Furthermore, with the construction of the 700 MW Keeyask GS, the incentive to narrow down the 

uncertainty related to upstream anchor ice events is even stronger, as there will be a shorter travel 

time from the source of the anchor ice release waves. Keeyask will also have a smaller reservoir 

making it more sensitive to water volume fluxes. 

The objective of this study is to pair a field-monitoring program with historical data analysis to 

identify the thermal and mechanical components of anchor ice formation/release that affects the 

magnitude of water level staging and timing of events. The goal is to create a simple model that 

can predict the staging from anchor ice formation and subsequent volume release of stored water 



to assist Manitoba Hydro in the optimization of operations. This paper focuses on presenting the 

field-monitoring program developed for the 2016-2017 season to monitor the study area more 

closely and gain better insight on the anchor ice processes at the Clark Lake outlet.  This included 

the installation of meteorological instrumentation at the typical anchor ice location. A historical 

data analysis is presented, focusing on water level information to identify potential ice-related 

events that caused significant water level variations in the system. 

2. Study Site  

As Clark Lake is relatively narrow in comparison to the connected Split Lake, higher surface water 

velocities through Clark Lake sustain an open water lead throughout the entire winter season. The 

bottom southwest corner of Figure 2 reveals a dominantly ice covered Split Lake, however higher 

water velocities through Clark Lake enable enough shear forces to prevent the surface ice from 

covering completely, leaving an open water lead. This stretch of open water through the lake 

enables heat exchange between the atmosphere and water surface, resulting in active frazil 

formation all winter season due to frigid air temperatures. Within 500 metres downstream of the 

Clark Lake outlet, a small set of rapids induces enough upstream turbulence for the newly 

generated frazil particles to entrain and adhere to the bed at the upstream study site. With a bedrock 

bottom, the geomorphology favours conditions for a strong adherence between the ice and bed 

surface. This results in the potential for thick anchor ice growth and frequent formation. Aerial 

photos shown in Figure 3, captured during a site reconnaissance, reveal an anchor ice blanket that 

has grown thick enough to nearly reach the water surface across the entire 600 m river width, 

potentially stalling a significant amount of flow. The upstream staging caused by anchor ice at this 

location is typically large enough to slow the flow and reduce turbulence at Clark Lake, causing 

the formation of large surface ice floes as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3a. Subsequently, when 

the ice floes are released and passes through the outlet, it corresponds to the release of anchor ice 

at the outlet of the lake. In addition to anchor ice, other dynamic ice processes in the Nelson River 

such as border ice and downstream surface ice cover may impact water levels on Clark Lake as 

well. 

A study period of five years from 2011-2016 has been selected as an initial timeframe for analysis. 

The study period may be extended to include other years with available data to offer a more robust 

analysis once preliminary results have been analyzed. Water level gauges have been installed along 

the Nelson River by Manitoba Hydro for continuous monitoring of hydraulic conditions and are 

labeled with gauge identification codes in the study area map of Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1, 

the water level gauges closest upstream (05UF766) and downstream (05UF759) of the anchor ice 

location consists of water level data at five minute intervals from years 2003 to present. However, 

the newer gauges along the study reaches at 05UF771, 05UF749, and 05UF596 only contain data 

from 2014 to present. This water level data was used to identify events that consisted of staging 

upstream of the study site, in both Split Lake and Clark Lake, followed by a downstream rising 

stage after the release of ice. Historical meteorological data is available at Kelsey GS and Gillam 

Airport to obtain general trends in the area. Flow data from all nearby generating stations, along 

with local flow estimates at the study site are provided by Manitoba Hydro. An open water rating 

curve and stage-storage curve for Split Lake was provided as well. Satellite imagery will contribute 

to the identification of ice events by checking for the presence and disappearance of stalled floes 

in Clark Lake. Monitoring of overall ice conditions in the reach are provided by Landsat and 

Sentinel imagery as well. 



A field-monitoring program began in 2016-2017 to collect site-specific data near the outlet of 

Clark Lake. A close-up map location indicating the newly installed weather station 05UF588 is 

shown in Figure 4. The meteorological station measures net radiation, air temperature, wind speed 

and direction, and atmospheric pressure. The NRLITE2 Kipp & Zonen net radiometer sensor 

measures the net short wave and net long wave radiation, which contribute to the heat flux at the 

anchor ice location. The Campbell Scientific HC2-23-L air temperature probe has a ±0.1oC 

temperature accuracy. The 05103-10-L Campbell Scientific anemometer measures the wind speed 

and direction at an accuracy of 0.3 m/s or 3o reading. All meteorological data is measured in 15-

minute intervals and installed on a 10-metre high weather station tower. Figure 5 shows the 

configuration of the weather station setup. The area can only be accessed via helicopter, as there 

is no direct road access near the outlet of Clark Lake. The FTS Axiom data logger connects to 

Manitoba Hydro’s satellite system for real-time notifications if any issues arise. In addition, a Sea 

Bird SBE 56 water temperature probe with a resolution of 0.0001oC has been installed just 

downstream of the rapids to monitor supercooling events.  

At the top of the 10-metre meteorological tower, three digital game cameras were mounted to 

capture images both upstream to Clark Lake and straight across at the anchor ice location. A 

sample game camera image is shown in Figure 6, which captures activity at the anchor ice location 

in the evening of December 16, 2016.  Hydrometric personnel of Manitoba Hydro carry out 

periodic maintenance approximately three times during the season to exchange memory cards and 

batteries in the cameras as well as download the meteorological data. The trail camera images will 

be a more reliable source for event detection as satellite imagery captures on a sparse eight-day 

cycle and is prone to cloud cover obstructions. 

3. 2016-2017 Winter Season 

In the novice year of the field-monitoring program, some challenges were faced with data 

collection. Due to the open water surface at Clark Lake, a significant amount of frost and ice fog 

was present during the winter season. This is evident in the inset of Figure 4 and Figure 6 where 

there is extensive ice fog on the river (Figure 6) and frost cover on the trees (Figure 4) during the 

winter season. During a site maintenance visit in January, it had appeared that the frost also covered 

the sensor of the net radiometer as shown in Figure 7. Due to the frost cover, the data collected 

during this time was compromised and will have to be quality checked and corrected if possible. 

Although satellite imagery is limited due to the orbit cycling and cloud cover issues, it appears that 

the digital game cameras are also limited, due to frost on the camera lens.  Although the outcome 

of the 2016-2017 field monitoring appears to be less than ideal, the frost issue is only periodic and 

the information collected still provides a more robust dataset in addition to the available historical 

data.  

As the winter season progresses, an ice front typically forms on the Nelson River proceeding from 

a location just upstream of the Keeyask construction site (Keeyask GS indicated in study area map, 

Figure 1), which is the former site of Gull Rapids. During typical seasons, the ice front progresses 

up until Birthday Rapids as indicated in Figure 8 and remains at this location for the rest of the 

season. The Nelson River in the winter of 2016-2017 experienced a severe winter storm event in 

early March that caused the ice front to advance further upstream, about half-way between 

Birthday Rapids (labelled in Figure 8) and the outlet of Clark Lake. Consequently, water levels 

downstream of Clark Lake outlet rose significantly potentially impacting the frequency and 



magnitude of anchor ice growth and release in the later parts of this particular winter. Coupled 

with the near record flows along the Nelson River later in the winter season, water level data may 

reveal contrasting results from previous study years. 

4. Event Identification  

Events have been identified preliminarily using visual inspection of water level information at 

gauge 05UF766 located within Clark Lake below the lake entrance, and gauge 05UF759 located 

below the Clark Lake exit indicated in Figure 1. These two stations are the closest gauges to 

measure water level upstream and downstream of the study site location respectively and reveal 

the most prominent changes in staging due to the ice effects. The two gauges are approximately 

5.7 km apart. Identified events over the historical study period were classified as one of three types 

of events: potential anchor ice events, other ice-related events, and non-ice related staging.      

               

Potential anchor ice events were identified based on the concept of upstream staging during anchor 

ice formation followed by a sudden release that transports temporarily stored water downstream. 

A staging pattern that shows a rising 05UF766 simultaneously when water levels are declining at 

05UF759 suggest the presence of anchor ice formation. Subsequently, a period showing water 

levels lowering at the upstream gauge paired with water levels rising downstream signals a release 

of an anchor ice wave. An example of such water level fluctuations is shown in Figure 9 when a 

likely anchor ice event occurred. The bottom subplot in Figure 9 quantifies the amount of deviation 

between the two gauges due to the interruption of anchor ice damming.  In this figure, the top 

subplot shows a water level time series for the upstream gauge 05UF766 with a sharp rise in stage 

from December 5 to December 6. This is paired with the middle subplot showing a decline in water 

levels at the downstream gauge of 05UF759. Tracking air temperature during this time revealed a 

colder period followed by a warm spell after the formation dates indicated. The bottom subplot 

shows the water level difference between the two gauges and confirms that there is substantial 

deviation between the two gauges beyond the ‘normal’ difference for the gauges during non ice-

related conditions. This suggests damming during the presented timeframe in Figure 9. The normal 

expected deviation is shown in Figure 10 during October of the same winter season before the ice-

on date in early November. As indicated, a suggested normal deviation between 05UF766 and 

UF759 was typically about 2.53 metres for the 2014/15 season. Values that stray away from this 

normal deviation is a sign of potential ice related effects causing the change in water levels. The 

speculated release phase is between December 6 and 7 where water levels plateau in the upstream 

gauge (05UF766), but water levels quickly and simultaneously rise at 05UF759. The contrast in 

rate of change in water levels between the two gauges is related to the cross-sectional area. The 

gauge in Clark Lake (05UF766) is less sensitive to water level fluxes compared to 05UF759 

located in the Nelson River, which explains the more dramatic variability it staging. The water 

level deviation diminishing back to ‘normal’, reveals the anchor ice detaching and releasing the 

stored water down the Nelson River. As examining water levels does not explicitly reveal the 

actual presence of anchor ice, this sample event presented was confirmed by observations at the 

downstream construction site and the Kettle GS.  

For the second category, water level fluctuations sometimes do not reveal any recognizable pattern, 

or are unclear due to excessive noise at the downstream gauges. In the example shown in Figure 

11, the February 2015 plot shows significant noise at station 05UF759 in the middle subplot 

because of ice slush interfering with water level logger readings, making identifying ice events 



challenging. As mentioned in Section 3, an ice front typically forms upstream of Keeyask GS 

construction site (previous site of Gull Rapids) and proceeds upstream. Border ice has also been 

observed via satellite imagery to grow and recede periodically. The satellite image in Figure 2 

shows a thin line of border ice along the river on December 4, 2014.  These are examples of various 

surface ice processes that are present near the study site that affects the water levels. Therefore, 

not only does anchor ice cause water level fluctuations along the river, other potential dynamic 

surface ice events may cause discrepancies in inflow forecasts as well.  

In the third category, non-ice events related to large flow fluctuations occasionally occur along the 

Nelson River due to upstream flow operations or precipitation runoff. An example would be the 

large changes in water levels each November due to the Lake Winnipeg Ice Stabilization Program. 

Flows at the upstream control structure of Jenpeg near the outlet of Lake Winnipeg are dampened 

significantly for a few days followed by a gradual up-ramp to create a more hydraulically efficient 

ice cover between the Jenpeg GS and Lake Winnipeg. The plot in Figure 12 shows an example of 

upstream operations influencing the water levels downstream. The plot also includes several water 

level gauges: the Split Lake gauge of 05UF701, Clark Lake gauge of 05UF766, and downstream 

of the Clark Lake gauge in the Nelson River at 05UF759. Water level plots show a delayed 

response due to attenuation and travel time; however, the general trend indeed follows the flow 

fluctuations. As a result, water level gauges may reveal large fluctuations that are not solely ice 

related at this time, but may also be coupled with operational changes. Beyond November, there 

are minimal operation changes made in the control structures and generating stations upstream of 

Split/Clark Lake and therefore fluctuations in water level during the rest of the winter period would 

be from precipitation, or more likely ice. There are only small tributaries providing local inflows 

along the way between Clark Lake and Kettle GS where the studied water gauges are located. 

5. Results and Discussion 

All events are still subject to a more detailed validation that the presence of anchor ice is the main 

influence on the large changes in water levels along this stretch of the Nelson River. However, a 

summary of the number of events classified in the three categories for the entire study period is 

shown in Table 1. The results reveal that anchor ice damming and release events dominate in most 

winter seasons. Within the five years, 87 possible anchor ice events were flagged via visual 

inspection where water level deviations followed the trend as described in Section 4. The events 

vary in magnitude, timing, and duration. Observations of the preliminarily defined anchor ice 

events show that events with the same amount of water level change can vary in duration. This 

suggests that looking at the amount of staging, upstream water storage, and the length of an event 

is essential in understanding the anchor ice mechanism at this site and the associated impacts these 

events have on downstream operations. Although it was initially hypothesized that the presence of 

anchor ice at the outlet of Clark Lake may be the cause of discrepancies in winter inflow forecasts, 

the problem may be coupled with other ice related processes as well. The table only reveals a small 

number of events categorized as other ice, however visual inspection of the water level plots have 

suggested that some of the anchor ice events may be coupled with other surface ice processes 

causing the dynamic changes in the water levels.  

It is interesting to note that the 2013/2014 season had the least number of potential anchor ice 

events when it was the coldest winter season in the last 35 years. Table 2 highlights average daily 

air temperatures for each month compared to the 1981-2010 climate normal at the Gillam Airport 



weather station. Despite the lack of noticeable water level fluctuations that would reflect anchor 

ice damming patterns, there was still a lot of noteworthy activity within the river throughout the 

season. Figure 13 reveals large fluctuations in the water level at the study site that are close to 

symmetrical at both the upstream and downstream gauge locations. The symmetry of staging rules 

out the probability of anchor ice damming, but could be from hydraulic effects impacted by surface 

ice either upstream or downstream of the study area. This suggests that a very cold winter might 

cut off enough open water with border ice to prevent frazil formation. Additionally, higher flows 

could reduce travel times through the lakes to limit frazil formation.  

From a general assessment, smaller events with a diurnal turnover typically have consistent 

patterns where formation occurs during the evening when the energy budget is lower and release 

initiates in the morning when there is an increased presence of solar radiation, and possibly rising 

air temperature. These shorter events were consistently occurring in the later months of the season 

around late February up until April in some seasons. This is likely due to lengthening days with 

more solar radiation and shorter nights. These shorter formation and release patterns were common 

to occur consecutively between a frame of several days or even weeks at a time as roughly shown 

in Figure 14.  In contrast, multi-day events were more frequent during the mid-winter when 

daytime periods with higher solar radiation are too short to release the ice that was created during 

the long cold nights. However, as noted in Tremblay et al., 2014, warm air or radiation alone 

cannot explain anchor ice behaviour, especially for multi-day cycles. Additional factors that may 

affect the evolution of multi-day anchor ice cycles are hydraulic effects such as water depth, flow, 

shear stresses, and buoyancy uplift.  

The identification of ice events triggering water level and storage fluctuations along the Nelson 

River proves to be a challenge because of the complexity of the ice mechanisms that may be 

influencing the changes. Due to the remoteness of the study site and high turbulence of the river 

at this location, field observations to directly track events is difficult. Using water level data is a 

primary step to identify the occurrence of anchor ice damming as it is the best indication of stored 

water effects and releases. Open water rating curves will be used to confirm the presence of ice 

influences at the Split Lake outlet based on the deviation in water level that is observed compared 

to the estimated water levels during ice-free conditions at the same flow rate. Observed water 

levels impacted by ice would reveal values that are higher than the open water line due to potential 

constriction and staging related to ice effects. Moreover, satellite imagery may be helpful in giving 

signs of ice presence during flagged time-periods of staging and release. With the current field-

monitoring program, more detailed information offers more comprehensive meteorological data 

and hourly trail camera images that will be helpful for further ice event analysis. 

6. Conclusion 

Historical water level information has revealed the dynamic fluctuations that suggest the presence 

of ice damming between 05UF766 and 05UF759, which are respectively upstream and 

downstream of a known anchor ice location. In addition, it is apparent that other surface ice 

processes in combination with anchor ice could be contributing to flow fluctuations. The Nelson 

River system has a highly dynamic environment and hydraulic system, which yields a variety of 

ice events with different size and duration ranges. Sorting out such information to build an 

envelope of event sizes amongst the study period may offer information that is more informative 

on the timing and magnitude of events. From current theory and initial project results, the evolution 



of anchor ice may be driven by different factors depending on the magnitude of the anchor ice 

blanket, from diurnal versus multi-day cycles. Further investigation is required to understand the 

patterns of anchor ice release waves in order to identify which components of the atmospheric 

conditions and river hydraulics govern the formation and release at this site to facilitate efficient 

water management during these complex winter events.  
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Figures 

 
Figure 1. The study area consists of the segment of the Nelson River between Split Lake and Stephens Lake as indicated in the map 

above. (Google Earth, 2017). 

 



 
Figure 2. Stalled surface ice floes upstream of the study site indicating the presence of anchor ice 

(Earth Explorer, 2017). 

 

 
 

Figure 3. a) Anchor ice can build thick enough at the site location to nearly reach the water 

surface causing ice floes to form and stall upstream; b) when the anchor ice dam releases, the 

surface floes subsequently releases downstream and clearing the surface (Manitoba Hydro). 
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Figure 4. The new weather station installed for the 2016-2017 field-monitoring program located  

near the outlet of Clark Lake next to the anchor ice location where trees have been cleared to 

gain site specific data as close to the river as possible (Google Earth, 2017). 

 
Figure 5. Images captured of the 05UF588 weather station set up during a periodic site 

maintenance check (Manitoba Hydro, 2017). 
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Figure 6. A sample image take by the digital game cameras installed on site as part of the field-

monitoring program. The camera is mounted approximately 10 metres high and facing the 

anchor ice location. 

 
Figure 7. Frost over the net radiometer during the 2016-2017 field monitoring season created 

temporary challenges in data collection (Manitoba Hydro, 2017). 



 
Figure 8. Satellite imagery indicating the typical location of the ice front that forms along the 

Nelson River during the winter season. During the 2016-2017 winter season, the ice front 

advanced well passed Birthday Rapids (Earth Explorer, 2017). 

 
Figure 9. Example of water level fluctuation for a known anchor ice event from December 5 to 7, 

2014 with the formation phase highlighted in blue and release phase in red. 
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Figure 10. Water level deviation during winter season of 2014-2015 during open water 

conditions in October lies consistently at approximately 2.53 m between 05UF766 and 05UF759. 

 
Figure 11. Water level plots showing fluctuations that are potentially caused by other ice 

processes in February 2015. 



 
Figure 12. Water level fluctuations coinciding with dates of operation changes upstream of the 

water level gauges. An additional 2 metres was added to every point in 05UF759 for graphing 

scale purposes. 

 
Figure 13. Symmetrical fluctuations during the 2013-2014 winter period in upstream and 

downstream water level gauges may indicate ice-related impacts that are not associated with 

anchor ice damming. 



 
Figure 14. Example of diurnal cycling in the 2014-2015 winter season. 



Tables 

Table 1. Summary of potential events identified based on water level fluctuations observed 

Potential Events: 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 

Anchor Ice 9 8 1 14 55 

Other Ice Event 4 5 5 1 6 

Non-Ice Event 1 2 1 1 1 

Table 2. Comparison of air temperature at Gillam Airport meteorological gauge during the study 

periods 

  Nov Dec Jan Feb March April May 

Climate Normal 
Temp (°C) 

-11.6 -21.4 -24.4 -21.7 -14.6 -4.4 3.9 

Daily Average 
Temp (°C) 

Nov Dec Jan Feb March April May 

2011-2012 -9.4 -18.5 -22.7 -16.8 -11.6 -3.1 4.8 

2012-2013 -14 -21.7 -26.8 -21.3 -15 -8.7 5 

2013-2014 -15.2 -28.6 -25.4 -23.2 -19.6 -8.8 4.7 

2014-2015 -16.8 -17.3 -24.9 -26.7 -15.0 -4.3 3.9 

2015-2016 -8.34 -13.6 -20.3 -23.2 -13.5 -7.2 5.8 

 

 

 

 


